There is an error in the numerical implementation of the static imperfection model ͓Eq. ͑21͒ in the paper͔, which resulted in an effective reduction of the disorder strength ⑀ by approximately a factor of 2 for the cases of generic and correlated imperfection models. However, there was no error for the correlated imperfection model with all qubits in the control and computational register coupled by interactions. After correction of the error the dependence of the inverse participation ratio ͑IPR͒ on ⑀ ͓see Fig. 1͑a͔͒ remains qualitatively the same as in Fig. 6 of the paper. Nevertheless, the values of ⑀ c fluctuate strongly depending on the arithmetic properties of x, r, and N. These fluctuations remain quite strong even after increasing the number of data points ͓see Table II In addition after publication we realized there were two typos in Eqs. ͑22͒ and ͑26͒ which should read
There is an error in the numerical implementation of the static imperfection model ͓Eq. ͑21͒ in the paper͔, which resulted in an effective reduction of the disorder strength ⑀ by approximately a factor of 2 for the cases of generic and correlated imperfection models. However, there was no error for the correlated imperfection model with all qubits in the control and computational register coupled by interactions. After correction of the error the dependence of the inverse participation ratio ͑IPR͒ on ⑀ ͓see Fig. 1͑a͔͒ remains qualitatively the same as in Fig. 6 of the paper. Nevertheless, the values of ⑀ c fluctuate strongly depending on the arithmetic properties of x, r, and N. These fluctuations remain quite strong even after increasing the number of data points ͓see Table II in ͓1͔ and Fig. 1͑b͒ as compared to Table I In addition after publication we realized there were two typos in Eqs. ͑22͒ and ͑26͒ which should read
This did not affect any of the calculations.
͓1͔ Find the corresponding data in the Appendix of the e-print, arXiv:quant-ph/0701169. 
